Advanced Test Solution
Testdata in no time

GTW advanced test solution (ATS)
Do you spend too much time on creating SAP testing- and
training systems in mass data management?
Would you like to recreate and analyse incidents quickly
and completely on the testing system?

These modules will be available shortly:
SAP FI
SAP CO
SAP SD
SAP MM

How about working with anonymous master data on your
quality assurance,, testing and development systems, to
meet the latest privacy requirements?

Customer specific tables can be created easily, fast and
individually via ATS Customizing.

GTW ATS is the solution for an efficient transfer of
anonymous data from your productive system - all
performant within SAP, without the need of separate
infrastructure.

ATS at a glance
ATS helps your business to create lean and consistent
development-, testing- and training systems. Up to date
and relevant testing data can easily be transferred from
your productive system to the new destination.
The quality of your developments will increase sustainably
by the provision of productive and anonymous testing
data.
The regular update of your testing- and development data
can lower your maintenance and infrastructure expenses
significantly. At the same time, it increases the efficiency
and reliability of your SAP solution.

We already created customized templates for the
following SAP modules:
SAP FI-CA/RM-CA
SAP IS-U
SAP FS-CD
SAP CI

ATS as a migration tool
But the Advanced Testing Solution holds potential for
even more. It is the ideal tool for SAP to SAP migrations.
The transfer of single company codes with all relevant
data will be a walk in the park.

Especially with Mergers & Acquisitions, time is a crucial
factor. With ATS there will be no more time consuming
and costly analyses and migration strategies.
The Advanced Testing Solution is the product of more than
10 years of experience in numerous migration projects and
the cooperation with our customers.
Our "ATS Migration Strategy" is based on a three step
concept:

GTW management consulting
GTW offers a broad portfolio of services to help your
business transform its strategic goals into efficient IT
solutions, which will increase your productivity
significantly.
We support you reaching your business targets every step
of the way: From the conception until the implementation
and daily operation of your IT landscape.

1. ATS basic-setup
2. Individual customizing

Working together

3. Connection of the systems

No matter in which stage of the SAP life cycle you are:
With experienced SAP specialists, extensive industry
know-how, state of the art methods and innovative
products we are able to provide high quality SAP and SAPbased solutions.

Experience shows us that this three step migration
strategy perfectly fulfills our customers requirements.

Features
Performant data transfer between systems and
clients
Refreshing of testing data via simple deletion
and new file import
1:1 transfer or reallocation of number ranges
Various methods for anonymizing you master
data in "stand-alone" or "transfer" mode
Flexible, customer-specific data selection
Ad hoc transfer of single customers

Your advantages
Creation of lean and easy to use SAP testing and
training systems
Highest possible data privacy protection via
anonymizing of production data
Fast processing of incidents
Significant reduction of maintenance- and
infrastructure expenses by reduction of time
consuming system copies
Shorter development cycles through up to date
testing data
Long term increase in the quality of your
development- and testing environment

Our services
SAP Implementation
Process Consulting
Revenue Assurance
IT Service Management
We strive for long-term business relationships with our
customers so we can continually work towards the best
solution together.
Despite our extensive experience in various industries we
treat each and every challenge in its specific context.
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